Get a warm glow out of recycling!

Use a set of programmable lights to make a night light that’s as neat or as ridiculous as you like.

1. Raid the recycling and find some diffused* plastic. We used a milk bottle and followed an online tutorial to make it into an elephant.

2. The following Pimoroni products work to light up your night light:
   - Colour change LEDs
   - Piglow
   - Blinkt
   - Unicorn HAT/pHAT

3. Sit your elephant on top of the light source and enjoy the lovely colourful glow!

The code examples used:

Piglow
- cycle.py

Blinkt
- rainbow.py
- cheerlights.py

Unicorn pHAT
- rainbow.py
- rainbow_blinky.py

All instructions to install each set of lights (including the examples) are on the product pages.

Mark out the shape
Check it looks good
Cut it out carefully
Add details like a tail and eyes